
 

Q&A 100% Digital 

End date 100% Digital postponed 
8 February 2021 

 
What does 100% Digital mean for growers, agents and buyers? 

All direct transactions at the Royal FloraHolland marketplace will soon be conducted digitally 

only. 100% Digital makes both the supply and demand side more efficient and faster and 

helps us as a sector to comply with the stricter financial legislation in Europe (PSD2). 100% 

Digital brings opportunities and reduces the risk of errors, for example. We are taking the 

next step in digitisation with the entire sector.  

 

For growers and agents, this means that their supply must be online on Floriday. For buyers, 

this means purchasing through Floriday or ordering through the digital platforms FloraMondo 

and FloraXchange. Growers, agents and buyers can do so through a link from their own 

software, or through the Floriday screen. In concrete terms, this means that the Connect-

EAB will eventually disappear. More information about 100% Digital can be found at 

https://www.floriday.io/en/100digital.  

 

What does PSD2 mean for the sector? 

PSD2 stands for Payment Services Directive 2. PSD2 is the European directive for the 

payment transactions of companies and consumers. In the Netherlands, this is referred to as 

the ‘Second Payment Service Directive’. This Second Payment Service Directive is 

operational throughout the European Union and every EU Member State has enshrined it in 

their national legislation. In the Netherlands, we have incorporated it into the Civil Code, for 

instance, and the Financial Supervision Act. 

At the beginning of 2019, PSD2 entered into effect in the Netherlands. Under PSD1, an 
exception was made for trading platforms and market places such as Royal FloraHolland. 
With PSD2 coming into effect in the Netherlands, the above-mentioned exception is no 
longer applicable and the requirements for banks, businesses and institutions who conduct 
payment services have been tightened.  
 
Royal FloraHolland has had PSD2 on its radar for a while now, but it was only at the 
beginning of 2019 that it became clear exactly what interpretation the European directive 
would be given in the Netherlands. In consultation with legal specialists, the possibilities of 
qualifying for the so-called 'commercial agent exception' have been examined. This requires 
an adjustment in the way transactions arise in the case of direct trade. Royal FloraHolland 
acts as a commercial agent in the (clock) auction process. This is also true of direct trade, 
provided that these transactions for direct sales streams arise through Floriday. Other 
solutions have also been investigated, but turn out to be more costly and/or involve various 
disadvantages. The chosen solution direction for compliance is in line with the strategy 
already in place: 100% digital via Floriday. Or to put it the other way around: the strategy 
deployed to digitise also appears to be the best solution for PSD2 compliance. 
 
Why the decision to postpone now? 
After consultation with parties in the sector, we have concluded that the speed with which we 
want to achieve 100% digital is too ambitious and that functionalities still need to be 
developed in some areas. Moreover, the peak season is approaching and parties do not 
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want to run any turnover risk due to all the changes. We understand the criticisms and 
concerns that have been voiced and want to respond to them. The final phase of the 100% 
Digital rollout is more complex than we estimated in November 2020. If we want to be able to 
properly disclose the supply of all growers and all buyers via Floridayand let all buyers order 
through Floriday, then it is now unavoidable to postpone the date of 31 March. We are aware 
that digitisation requires changes in the processes and systems at all companies and that 
these changes require care, habituation and therefore time   
  
What effect will this announcement have on the goodwill scheme in force up to 31 
March? 
Based on these discussions with various market parties, we will inform growers, buyers, 
agents and software suppliers by the end of March at the latest what this means in concrete 
terms. For the time being, nothing will change in the goodwill scheme and you can continue 
to act as you do now. The conditions for the goodwill scheme as communicated at the end of 
2020 therefore remain valid.  

The aim of the discussions with market parties is to establish which functionalities are still 
missing, how long Floriday needs to realize this and then to give software suppliers and 
users sufficient time to implement this. So there will be a new roadmap and timeline. It is 
inevitable that we will make choices about the available functionalities in Floriday. After all, 
digitising is more than just automating: this far-reaching and important digitisation battle will 
require everyone to adapt.   

 
What does this mean for growers and buyers who already work with Floriday? 
We remain in constant dialogue with the market and (future) users of Floriday to improve the 
platform. Over the last few months, we have seen a marked acceleration in the number of 
active users. These active users help us every day in the further development of Floriday.  

 
How far along are we in the sector at the moment with 100% Digital? 
More than a year ago, we started the 100% Digital programme. We have worked intensively 
with growers, agents, buyers and software suppliers to make this major step forward in 
digitisation. We are seeing about half of all parties being able to trade in accordance with 
100% Digital. We have also seen a strong increase in this in the past period, given the 
number of parties that are now linking their software and doing business week after week 
with more growers or buyers via Floriday.  

 

Which market parties are being consulted? 

In the coming weeks, we will also be fine-tuning the follow-up approach for the roll-out of 

100% Digital with various parties in the market, including the various software suppliers, 

Blueroots, Members' Council, FPC chairmen, Plantform (including the flower group), SLB 

(part of the VGB), VBW, Flora Futura.  

 
How does the inventory of functionalities and their further processing work? 
In the coming weeks, we will also discuss the follow-up approach for the roll-out of 100% 
Digital with various parties in the market. These include the various software suppliers, 
Blueroots, Members’ Council, FPC chairs, Plantform (including the flower group), SLB (part 
of the VGB), VBW, Flora Futura. The aim is to establish which functionalities are still 
missing, how long Floriday needs to realize this and then to give software suppliers and 
users sufficient time to implement it.  



 

In this consideration, we will adopt and develop functionalities that strengthen the platform. 
Functionalities that do not fit in with a platform concept at all may not be adopted. Of course, 
in this consideration we do look at the need behind the function and we will look at a proper 
way of solving this. Ultimately, it is inevitable that we will make choices. There are now many 
different wishes and ideas that are sometimes diametrically opposed. Royal FloraHolland will 
have to weigh up the options and will therefore not be able to include everything for 
everyone. So unfortunately we cannot meet all individual wishes and needs. Tailor-made 
solutions do not offer a solution here. As mentioned, digitisation also means adaptation, for 
everyone. Royal FloraHolland and the team of Floriday will of course help where possible. In 
this way, we will achieve our objectives for a robust, modern and future-proof floriculture 
industry. 

At the end of March we will inform growers, buyers, software suppliers and agents about the 
outcome of all the discussions and the functionalities that are still to be developed within 
Floriday, the step-by-step plan and the timeline, so that we can give the entire market the 
opportunity to work 100% digitally.  

 
What can you do as a grower or buyer if you find that things are missing? 
You can always pass on your wishes to our Floriday experts or to our support colleagues. 
The Floriday support team can be reached at 0174-352070 or via support@floriday.io. Over 
500 ideas from growers and buyers have been incorporated in the past year. We weigh up 
each time which changes will have a high reach and positive impact. The ones with the 
biggest reach (good for a large group of growers or buyers) and a big impact (extra user 
convenience or more trade opportunities) will be implemented first. 
 
What does the timing look like? 
On February 8, it is announced that the deadline for 100% Digital of March 31, 2021 will be 
pushed back. From 8 February until the end of March, discussions will take place with 
market parties to gather input on missing functionalities and to determine the follow-up 
approach for 100% Digital together with them. By the end of March at the latest, we will 
inform all growers, buyers, agents and software suppliers. At that time, we will also provide 
more information on how we are going to further shape the approach for 100% Digital with 
the sector this year.  

 
I only trade via theauction, is 100% Digital also applicable for me? 
No. Nothing will change for growers and buyers who only sell and buy through the auction.  

 
How does Floriday make the trade between grower and buyer more efficient 
compared to the current situation? 
Floriday is a platform and an infrastructure. The underlying messages used (VMP, Florecom) 
have been out for over 20 years. This means that we are trying to shape an ever-faster 
acting sector with outdated technology. Floriday must deliver the following in concrete terms: 

• New standards enabling data (photos, certificates) to be shared in a more targeted 

way in the chain. For example: The florist asks for a different photo than the buyer. 

We can send this specifically from the catalogue.  

• Being able to connect to international standards. By connecting to standards that are 

used internationally, it is easier to connect to the sales systems of end customers in 

the chain. At the moment, these are often PDFs or e-mails.  
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• Facilitate real-time trading. Many end customers are still being told ‘no’ because 

stocks are not up to date and are therefore difficult to link to a webshop, for instance. 

In many places in the chain, lists are being typed over or not passed on in real time. 

This can and must be done more efficiently; the market demands it. 

• Reducing the administrative burden. In the current contact between grower and 

buyer, many corrections take place or unnecessary exchange of information. This 

could have been prevented by good and correct information about the supply and the 

order. This creates more room for the 'real sales discussion'.  

• Increase sales opportunities. The network of growers and customers is growing, so 

we can offer the grower more sales opportunities to various parties and offer a buyer 

more and larger assortment/choice. 

• Linking with other service providers. By providing a platform/infrastructure that 

service providers can connect to, we can offer additional services for growers and 

buyers. Example: Connecting transporters, so that - linked to the delivery in Floriday - 

transport orders can be made and managed, with track & trace of the delivery/order. 

Everything in one place and based on one source of information. 

 

Why should a buyer pay if they want to be connected to their own software package? 

Links used to be connected to Floriday (VMP and API links) incur costs. These links must be 

developed and maintained, there is continuous monitoring for any disruptions, 24/7 support 

and further development must be guaranteed with new features and functions. All of this 

comes at a cost. The rates that are charged partly cover this, but not completely. Besides 

the link, the buyer also has the possibility to work in the screens of Floriday. This will be free 

of charge. 

When we introduced the API link and for the current VMP links, we kept existing price points 

that are currently used for buyers for FloraMondo and FloraXchange. More information about 

the rates can be found on the following page: https://www.floriday.io/en/buyer-rates.  

 

Why are there no graduated prices in Floriday? 

Buyers and growers often make an agreement about the price that depends on the purchase 

quantity. On the one hand, graduated prices are used to charge delivery costs and transport 

costs for smaller orders. In addition, graduated prices are sometimes used to give quantity 

discounts.  

In a situation where a buyer is going to order directly on the grower's supply, these 

graduated prices do not work. Buyers have linked their webshop to the supply, with orders 

being placed in the course of the day. These orders are coming in over a period of time 

where it isn't yet known with the first order what the order quantity will be at the end of the 

day.  If a buyer allows several end customers to buy individual packaging units, the total 

order from the grower can still make up a full trolley. This means the price of the first bargain 

has already changed because other bargains have followed.  

In Floriday, we offer an alternative for this, in which the delivery conditions can include 

transport costs and a minimum order quantity. These costs may include either the actual 

transport costs or other fulfillment costs. The advantage of this method is that these costs 

are calculated over the entire order and not over individual bargains. With this option, a 

supplier can indicate that a buyer, regardless of the quantity of products, always pays e.g. 
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€14,- per trolley in transport costs. For the supplier, it makes less of a difference whether he 

orders 1 packaging unit or a full trolley.  

This article describes this in more detail https://helpcenter.floriday.com/en/articles/4599759-

why-are-there-no-graduated-volume-related-prices 

Would you like an explanation on how to apply this in Floriday? Contact our support team on 

+31(0)174-352070 or support@floriday.io.  

 
Do you have any questions regarding this message? 
We are happy to answer them. For general questions about this message, please contact 
your Account Manager or Customer Service at Royal FloraHolland, via 088-789 89 89. 
Questions about Floriday or help with Floriday can be directed to Floriday's support team at 
0174-352070 or at support@floriday.io.  
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